ment."9 Be this as it may, his work-especially in its attacks on Christian divisions and prejudices-reads like one that was
Open and direct American Jewish responses to Christian missions properly date to this 1820 incorporation. Only then did the melioration society become an active force, funded by hundreds of auxiliary organizations that poured money into its coffers and promised full support to its activities. 12 Though the society initially claimed to be interested only in "melioration," and only in those already converted abroad, American Jews understandably took fright. They feared for their survival. Being small in number (about 3,000), they could ill afford to lose adherents to the majority faith. 13 But fear was not the whole of it. Historically, Christianity posed a menacing challenge to the Jewish people. By undertaking active missions, Christians forced Jews back into an age-old battle. Not only live souls were at stake; centuries of martyred souls were too. In Jewish eyes, the war against missionaries became a war of affirmation, a war to prove that eighteen hundred years of Jewish civilization had not been in vain. 14 The symbolic importance of the missionary battle explains the magnitude of the Jewish response. Beginning in 1820 with a work entitled Israel Vindicated (allegedly authored by "An Israelite" but probably written by the non-Jewish George Houston with the help and financial assistance of Jews)'5 and continuing down through the nineteenth century, the small Jewish community devoted a substantial portion of its resources to various forms of polemics. Solomon Jackson devoted his entire The Jew (1823-1825), the first Jewish periodical in America, to "a defence of Judaism against all adversaries."16 Later Jewish works, if less single-minded, never strayed far from "the challenge. " As far as Jews were concerned, nothing was more important.
The most traditional form of Jewish polemic dealt with theology-specifically, the wearisome arguments over the meaning of the Hebrew Bible and the validity of the Christian one. The points of contention scarcely changed over time. 17 Jewish leaders never encouraged antimissionary violence. They feared for the Jewish image and for Jews' acceptance into civil society. They also understood, however vaguely, that in the long run defensive actions-those aimed at strengthening the Jewish community internally-held far more promise of solving the missionary problem once and for all. Leading Jews preferred analysis to violence. They studied missionary successes to learn where their own society had failed. They saw how missionaries met needs that the Jewish community had ignored. Then, they imitated missionaries in order to defeat them. They created Jewish functional alternatives to missionary activitiesalternatives that would keep Jews firmly within the fold.5'
The most obvious weaknesses pointed up by pre-Civil War missionaries were Jewish ignorance and communal disunity. Before the rise of the meliora-
